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Some strong qualities of the tournament:Maxim Blokh Manual Of Chess PlayerA spacious, comfortable and well lightened
playing-room (the tournament was in the best hotel of Skopje)A nice and friendly organization (for each round there was
transport from the hotels which you could book via the tournament, everybody got each round a bottle of water,.. Nxe5 (15
Bxa3 16 Qxa3 f6) 16 fxe5 Bc5 17 d4 Bd7 18 Nb5 Bf8 0-1It was a fun tournament and if possible I would like once to come
back.

Bondarevsky, Anthology Of Chess Com Combinative Motifs - Maxim Blokh 1,205 best tactical positions, grouped according to
their topics.. I didn't hesitate long to participate in “Karpos Open” It fitted my agenda, wasn't expensive, there were many strong
players (some well-knowns) and good weather.. Better is to support the pawn and to activate my knight } Nf5 30 Kc1 Qb6 31
Qc3 Qf2 32.. This forces you to think a bit deeper why something works with one colour and not when the other colour is
having the first move.. You just need to make a choice what you like the most The only thing important is to stick to 1 method.

Even after the game my opponent was still not recovered :)} Nf7 (37 hxg4 38 exd6 Qa3 39.. Rcd1 (28 Bxh6 Rxh6 29 Qg5) 28
Qd8 29 Rc1 {I still miss Bc2} Qb6 30 Rf1 Qc6 31.. Blokh doesn't use words but shows except the answers also why other
variations don't work.. pdf) or read book online Maxim Blokh - Chess Manual (800 Training Tasks) uploaded.

I think something much more challenging is require Books shelved as chess-combinations: The Art of Combination by Maxim
Blokh, Combinations in the middlegame by Igor Z.

What should I do to get 2200? He answered ' 2200 that is easy' 'You just train on tactics and you will achieve it.. Digitalpersona
u are u sdk Choose from a huge selection of chess books, including a wide variety of topics, players and strategies from The
House of Staunton.. The IM advised 'Combinative Motifs' of Maxim Blokh so I used that book The book consists of an
introduction, index of the themes, 1206 diagrams (6 each page) and the solutions.. How can black profit?My young opponent
just played Nf4, I accepted the gift happily :) Do you also see it?Finally I also want to show a tactical trap from the last round..
With all due respect, much though I like Nimzovich’s My System, I think once you have already reached intermediate level, you
probably won’t need teaching about rooks on the 7th & knight outposts. e10c415e6f 
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